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MESSAGE FROM THE CO-CHAIRS

Lisa Goldman and Jim Wedeking

Greetings! We are pleased to release the first
committee newsletter of 2012—despite the fact that
the year is halfway through. This year started out with a
Supreme Court case, Sackett v. EPA, which raised
intriguing due process questions in the context of
judicial review of administrative compliance orders.
Our February 21 Quick Teleconference on the case
featured the Sacketts’ attorney, Damien Schiff of the
Pacific Legal Foundation, as well as John Cruden of
the Environmental Law Institute (and former Deputy
Assistant Attorney General for the Environment and
Natural Resources Division at the Department of
Justice). The wide-ranging discussion and analysis
illuminated key constitutional and statutory issues,
including the scope of an anticipated ruling in favor of
the Sacketts. In the end, the Court’s March 21
decision that the Environmental Protection Agency
must provide an opportunity for preenforcement
review of its administrative compliance orders issued
under Clean Water Act § 404 rested solely on
statutory grounds, preserving the constitutional
argument for another day.

In addition to Sackett, the Committee hosted a second
Quick Teleconference this spring on PPL Montana v.
Montana, which examined the impact of the Court’s
ruling in that case on the public trust doctrine, as well
as federal preemption and state sovereign lands claims.
We would like to thank our speakers—Professors

Kristen Juras and Anthony Johnstone of the University
of Montana School of Law, L. William Staudenmaier
of Snell & Wilmer, and Professor Dan Tarlock of ITT
Chicago-Kent College of Law—for the engaging and
thoughtful discussion.

This quarter’s newsletter features an analysis of yet
another water case, this one featuring the ongoing
water war between Oklahoma and Texas. Tarrant
Regional Water District v. Herrmann focuses on
interstate compacts, the Commerce Clause, and the
ability of a state to refuse to sell water to out-of-state
users. Sidney Ansbacher’s piece examines the
development of interstate compacts to manage water
resources and the facts giving rise to the conflict over
the Red River. The Tenth Circuit’s decision in Tarrant
has been appealed to the Supreme Court, where a
petition for certiorari is still pending.

A separate development in Florida concerns the scope
of the exactions doctrine with respect to regulatory
takings. Veronica Saavedra’s case note examines the
Florida Supreme Court’s narrow construction of the
Nollan and Dolan tests in St. Johns River Water
Management District v. Koontz. A final case note
returns us to the Clean Water Act and the Ninth
Circuit’s landmark decision in Northwest
Environmental Defense Center v. Brown, which held
that stormwater runoff from logging roads collected
and channeled into a navigable water of the United
States requires a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System permit.
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We would like to welcome Leah Silverthorn as the
new editor of this newsletter, as well as our other new
and continuing vice chairs—Sidney F. Ansbacher
(Programs), Andrew Jacoby (Technology), Andrew
Mergen (Public Service), and Michael Berger (The
Year in Review). Sidney worked tirelessly to organize
both the Sackett and Montana teleconferences, and
Mike pulled together an excellent review of constitu-
tional environmental law developments in 2011. And
we would also like to thank our readers. We hope you
enjoy this issue of our newsletter.

TARRANT WATER DISTRICT APPEAL:
JUST THE LATEST CHAPTER IN

OKLAHOMA-TEXAS WATER WARS

Sidney F. Ansbacher

The Tarrant Water District is a massive water supply
agency that serves over 1.6 million customers in
north-central Texas. The district serves Ft. Worth,
Arlington, and numerous other municipalities and users.
www.awra.org/memberservices/member.php?
action=detail&id=98. The district also maintains
expansive flood control systems and recreational
facilities. Id. The district was founded in 1924, after a
1922 Trinity River flood overwhelmed inadequate
levees, killing dozens and destroying swaths of
property. www.trinityrivervision.org/aboutus/
history.aspx. Now the district is at the center of the
latest Oklahoma-Texas water war. The Red River is
the center of the battle, as it has long been between
these states. See, e.g., Oklahoma Historical Society:
Texas-Oklahoma Boundary Controversies.
http://digital.library/okstate.edu/ encyclopedia/entries/
T/TE025.html, which discusses the border disputes
along the Red River since the Adams-Onis Treaty
between the United States and Spain in 1819;
Oklahoma v. Texas, 256 U.S. 70 (1921), which was
a key chapter in the Red River border disputes; and
the Red River Rivalry in Shootout between the
Universities of Oklahoma and Texas’ football teams
every year, in Dallas (passim). Tarrant filed a petition
for certiorari on January 19, 2012, in Tarrant
Regional Water District v. Herrmann, docket
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No. 11-889, asking the Supreme Court to wade into
the dispute.www.supremecourt.govsearch.asp?File
Name=/docketfiles/11-889.htm. The district also filed
a motion to file amicus brief in City of Hugo v.
Buchanan, Docket No. 11-852. Tarrant sought
review of a 10th Circuit decision holding that the State
of Oklahoma could refuse to sell water to out-of-state
users. Tarrant was interested in Hugo to the extent the
10th Circuit held the City of Irving, Texas, lacked
standing to enforce its contract to buy water from an
Oklahoma city that was denied a permit to export the
water from Oklahoma to Texas. Hugo v. Nichols, 656
F.3d 1251 (C.A.10 2011). The underlying issue in
Hugo was whether an Oklahoma municipality that
sought to sell water to the Texas city had standing
under the Commerce Clause to challenge Oklahoma’s
denial of the required water permits. The 10th held that
there was no cause of action. The Supreme Court
denied certiorari on March 19, 2012. www.supreme
court.gov/Search.aspx?FileName=/docketfiles/11-
852.htm.

The issue in Tarrant presents interesting Commerce
Clause and interstate water compact implications.
More to the point, the district serves a metropolitan
area that was recently listed as the sixth largest
American city that is at risk of running out of potable
water. The Ten Biggest American Cities That Are
Running Out of Water, http://finance.yahoo.com/news/
pf_article_111186.html. Ft. Worth relies on storage
water, “making the system much more exposed to the
worst effects of prolonged drought.” Id.

The troubles began when the 2004 Oklahoma
Legislature passed a bill that barred out-of-state water
sales pending results of a comprehensive statewide
water supply study. Laws 2004, c112, § 1, emerg. Eff.
Apr. 15, 2004, codified at Oklahoma Stat. § 82-1B.
Moratorium on Sale or Exportation of Surface Water
and/or Groundwater. The moratorium expired on
November 1, 2009, although the study was not
completed until 2011.

The district claimed that the Commerce Clause
precludes Oklahoma from barring interstate transfer of
potable water. Tarrant cited Sporhase v. Nebraska,
458 U.S. 941 (1982), where the Supreme Court held

that the Commerce Clause limited one state’s ability to
bar interstate sales of water. Oklahoma claims that a
1978 interstate compact among the states of Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana allows any
signatory to discriminate against the others by
protecting each state’s equitable allocation under the
Compact. Congress approved the compact in 1980.
The district countered that it has a shared right to
waters of the Red River apportioned among the
signatories. Tarrant claimed Oklahoma barred it from
acquiring Oklahoma water that the Compact
apportioned to Texas.

Tarrant sued the Oklahoma Water Resources Board
(OWRB) in 2007, claiming the 2004 statute was
unconstitutional, by discriminating against interstate
commerce. The district also challenged other,
preexisting statutes that treat interstate and out-of-state
applications differently. In 2008, the Oklahoma
Legislature amended the statute to bar Oklahoma
water districts from issuing permits to send water
out-of-state without legislature approval.

The U.S. District Court for the Western District of
Oklahoma dismissed the district’s action in two steps.
In 2009, the court held that the congressionally
approved Red River Compact among Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Texas, and Louisiana addressed surface
water allocation among the states.  The trial court held
the federal approval mooted the preemption
arguments. The states contractually agreed to the limits
the compact placed on interstate commerce, thereby
undercutting the Commerce Clause challenge. The
court distinguished Sporhase, which addressed
“noncompacted” water. Tarrant Regional Water
District v. Herrmann, No. CIV-07-0045-HE, 2009
WL 3922803 (WD Okla. Nov. 18, 2009).

Compacts are theoretically the most practical and
cost-effective option for states to allocate scarce water
resources.  Three general avenues exist to address
interstate water rights: (1) adjudication, typically
through the Supreme Court’s original jurisdiction if
states are the parties (see, Texas v. New Mexico, 462
U.S. 554, 567–572); (2) unilateral congressional act;
or (3) interstate compact. See, e.g., Joe Norris,
Montana v. Wyoming: Is Water Conservation
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Drowning the Yellowstone River Compact? 15
DENV. WATER L. REV. 189, 190 (2011).

Article I, s. 10, clause 3, of the Constitution authorizes
such compacts:  “[N]o state shall, without the consent
of Congress . . . enter into any agreement or compact
with another state, or with a foreign power.”
Congressionally approved compacts act both as laws
of the United States subject to preemption claims and
contracts among their signatories. See, e.g., Texas v.
New Mexico, 482 U.S. 124 (1987). Accordingly,
federal courts enforce compacts according to contracts
law, regardless of the equities. See, e.g., Alabama v.
North Carolina, 130 S. Ct. 2295 (2010).

The Supreme Court summed up this authority in Texas
v. New Mexico, 462 U.S. 554, 564 (1983):

[O]nce given, “congressional consent
transforms an interstate compact within this
Clause into a law of the United States.”
Cuyler v. Adams, 449 U.S. 433, 438, 101
S. Ct. 703, 706, 66 L.Ed.2d 641 (1981);
See Pennsylvania v, Wheeling & Belmont
Bridge Co., 13 How. 518, 566, 14 L.Ed
249 (1852). One consequence of this
metamorphosis is that, unless the compact
to which Congress has consented is
somehow unconstitutional, no court may
order relief inconsistent with its express
terms.

462 U.S. at 564 (e.a.)

Each compact presents its own unique contractual
interpretation issues. For example, Montana v.
Wyoming, 131 S. Ct. 1765, 1769 (2011), addressed
what constituted “beneficial use” in a compact
governing the Yellowstone River. The Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) has stated:  “Beneficial use is
perhaps the most important characteristic in defining a
prior appropriation water right.” BLM: Western States
Water Laws—Prior Appropriation Systems.
www.blm.gov/nstc/WaterLaws/appsystems.html.
Beneficial uses are protected by law against later
appropriation. Nonetheless, each state defines

beneficial use differently, and the definition develops
over time based on changing technology and various
other factors. Id. Accordingly, the reliance on
“beneficial use” as a standard without express and
exacting implementing standards undermines the
purposes of compacts to clarify state rights. At its
worst, it practically begs for entropy.

Montana argued that Wyoming was limited to its use
on the January 1, 1950, effective date of the compact.
The Supreme Court rejected the argument, noting that
the states could have limited themselves by express
acre-feet limitations. The Court emphasized that the
Colorado River Compact did so. 131 S. Ct. at 1779,
citing the Wyoming Statute, Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-12-
301, that codified the Colorado Compact in that state.
The Yellowstone drafters’ failure to apportion expressly
by volume was seen as intent to allocate by percentage
of use as versus express amounts.

Federal authority concerning the ability of states to
hoard water supported entry into compacts that
fostered sharing. In Kansas v. Colorado, 185 U.S.
208 (1901) and 206 U.S. 46(1907), the Supreme
Court developed the concept of “equitable
apportionment of waters” in response to irrigation
impacts on the Arkansas River system. The Court held
that a state could protect existing uses against potential
depletion from projected uses in another state.
Wyoming v. Colorado, 259 U.S. 419 (1922) and 260
U.S. 496 (1922), authorized the interstate application
of the prior appropriation doctrine.

In 2010, the Tarrant district court dismissed Tarrant’s
remaining claims alleging groundwater impacts that
were not subject to the Compact. The Court held that
a claim under Tarrant’s contract with property owners
in Oklahoma failed for standing because the Oklahoma
statutes “raise no special obstacles to plaintiff’s yet-to-
be filed permit application for the export of
groundwater.” The district’s water claim under a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the
Apache Tribe was too speculative to invoke federal
judicial jurisdiction because (a) the Tribe and district’s
MOU was not binding; and (b) Oklahoma had not
denied Tarrant anything under the Apache water
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supply. Tarrant Regional Water District v.
Herrmann, 2010 WL 2817220 (W.D. Okla. July 16,
2010) at *2, *3

Tarrant appealed to the Tenth Circuit Court of
Appeals. That court affirmed. It agreed that the Com-
pact gave each state “wide latitude to regulate inter-
state commerce in its state’s apportioned water.”
Tarrant Regional Water District v. Herrmann, 656
F.3d 1222, 1239 (C.A. 10 2011). The certiorari
petition followed.

On April 2, 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court asked the
Solicitor General to file a brief for the United States.
Therefore, the Court is unlikely to take up the case this
term.

Sidney F. Ansbacher is a shareholder with Gray
Robinson, P.A., in Jacksonville, Florida.

ASSOCIATIONAL STANDING STILL
HAS LEGS IN INDIANA

Leah B. Silverthorn

In March of 2012, after hearing oral argument, the
Indiana Supreme Court reversed its grant of transfer
and reinstated a vacated Indiana Court of Appeals
decision, effectively upholding the application of
“associational standing” under Indiana’s Administrative
Orders and Procedures Act (AOPA) “aggrieved and
adversely affected” standard on “law of the case”
grounds. Ind. Ky. Elec. Corp. v. Save the Valley, 963
N.E.2d 1123 (2012). The term “associational stand-
ing” derives from federal constitutional jurisprudence,
most notably examined in the U.S. Supreme Court
decision in Hunt v. Wash. State Apple Advertising
Comm’n, 432 U.S. 333 (1977). In Indiana, as in the
federal standing analysis, the court “focuses on whether
the complaining party is the proper party to invoke the
Court’s power.  Courts seek to assure that litigation
will be actively and vigorously contested.” Bd. of
Comm’rs in Allen v. Ne. Ind. Bldg. Trades Council,
954 N.E.2d 937, 941 (Ind. Ct. App. 2011) (citing
Founds. of E. Chi., Inc. v. City of E. Chi., 927
N.E.2d 900, 903 (Ind. 2010).

In Indiana, standing for administrative appeals is
governed by the Indiana AOPA. A petitioner must state
facts that show that “(A) the petitioner is a person to
whom the order is specifically directed; (B) the peti-
tioner is aggrieved or adversely affected by the order;
or (C) the petitioner is entitled to review under any
law.” Ind. Code 4-21.5-3-7 (2012). Neither Indiana’s
constitutional nor statutory provisions address the
standing of an association to sue on behalf of the
association’s members.

Through several iterations of appeals, motions to
reconsider, and petitions to transfer, the parties litigated
the associational standing issue in the administrative
tribunal, the trial court, and the court of appeals.
Originally, in 2005, the Indiana Court of Appeals
issued a decision holding that the associations, called
Citizens Groups could seek administrative review of a
permit decision under the associational standing
doctrine. Save the Valley, Inc. v. Ind. Ky. Elec. Corp,

Principles of
Constitutional
Environmental Law
James R. May, Editor
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comprehensive account and
analysis of the growing
intersection of constitutional
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820 N.E.2d 677 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005), aff’d on
reh’g, 824 N.E.2d 776 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005), trans.
denied.  The court then remanded to the administrative
tribunal. After litigating the merits of the permit appeal,
the parties again faced an appeal over associational
standing and its application to the Citizens Groups.

The Indiana Court of Appeals again considered and
found that the “law of the case” doctrine prevented the
parties from re-litigating the issues surrounding whether
the Citizens Groups could seek administrative review
under the doctrine of associational standing. In
reversing transfer, the Indiana Supreme Court
reinstated the Court’s law of the case decision and
affirmed that the Citizens Groups had associational
standing in this factual situation.

Although associational standing still has legs at the
intermediary appeals level, it remains to be seen
whether the State’s Supreme Court will address the
issue in the future. For now, consistent with Indiana
law, several other states, and federal jurisprudence,
parties seeking to invoke associational standing in
Indiana must show “(a) its members would otherwise
have standing to sue in their own right; (b) the interest it
seeks to protect are germane to the organization’s
purpose; and (c) neither the claim asserted nor the
relief requested requires the participation of individual
members in the lawsuit.” Save the Valley, 820 N.E.2d
at 680.

Leah B. Silverthorn is an attorney with Wooden &
McLaughlin LLP in Indianapolis, Indiana. She may
be reached at lsilverthorn@woodmclaw.com.

FLORIDA SUPREME COURT NARROWLY
CONSTRUES APPLICATION OF

NOLLAN\DOLAN RULE FOR EXACTIONS

Veronica Saavedra

Introduction and Issue

The Florida Supreme Court narrowly construed its
opinion regarding the Exactions Doctrine under the
United States and Florida Constitutional Takings
Clauses analysis on November 3, 2011. St. Johns
River Water Management District v. Koontz, Case
No. SC09-713, Nov. 3, 2011, motion for rehearing
filed Nov. 10, 2011, pending as of Dec. 6, 2011. The
court specifically “decline[d] to expand [the exactions]
doctrine beyond the express parameters for which it
has been applied by the [United States Supreme
Court].” The U.S. Supreme Court cases setting these
parameters are Nollan v. Cal. Coastal Comm’n, 483
U.S. 825 (1987) and Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512
U.S. 374 (1994). The Florida Supreme Court
determined that the Nollan and Dolan tests do not
apply to conditions not involving the dedication of land
or to conditions imposed upon the land.

Factual Background

Mr. Koontz brought suit against the Saint Johns River
Water Management District (St. Johns) for and inverse
condemnation and the regulatory taking of his property
without just compensation when St. Johns imposed an
“exaction” condition on a land use permit he sought.

Koontz, having owned his land since 1972, applied for
permits in 1994 to develop a portion of his commercial
property that was greater than authorized under the
then-existing regulation. He proposed to develop 3.7
acres of his 14.2 acre-tract. Of those 14.2 acres, all
but 1.4 acres lie within a Riparian Habitat Protection
Zone (RHPZ). Of the 3.7 acres he proposed to
develop, 3.4 acres were wetlands and 0.3 acres were
uplands. He sought a management and storage of
surface waters permit to dredge 3.25 acres of
wetlands.

St. Johns conditioned permit approval on Koontz
deeding the remaining portion of his property into a

The Section’s newsletter Trends can be
found in a new electronic format at
www.ambar.org/EnvironTrends.
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conservation area and performing off-site mitigation.
St. Johns required the mitigation because Koontz’s
proposed development would adversely impact
RHPZ fish and wildlife. As an alternative, St. Johns
conditioned approval on Koontz reducing his
development to one acre and converting the
remaining 14 acres as excess into a deed-restricted
conservation area.

Koontz agreed to deed his excess property into
a conservation area, but he refused off-site
mitigation or reduction of his development to
one acre. Consequently, St. Johns denied his
permit applications, leading to this suit.

The Exaction Rule

In reviewing the definition of an “exaction,” the Florida
Supreme Court clarified that an exaction is a condition
a government attempts to place in return for granting a
land use permit. Though this is a legal use of
government power, the government may not attach
arbitrary conditions for issuing a permit. This
arbitrariness analysis is outlined in the Essential Nexus
and Rough Proportionality Tests. The Essential Nexus
Test delineated in Nollan requires the condition to
serve “the same governmental purpose as the
developmental ban” in order to prevent rising to a
taking requiring just compensation. Furthermore, in
order for the condition to remain constitutional
according to the Dolan Rough Proportionality Test, it
must maintain a “‘rough proportionality’ between the
condition and the nature and extent of the impact of the
proposed development.”

The Florida Supreme Court’s Analysis

The Koontz court first found that the “essential nexus”
and “rough proportionality” tests only apply when the
government’s condition/exaction involves a “dedication
of or over the owner’s interest in real property.”
Nollan and Dolan both involved exactions that
required the property owner to dedicate real property
in exchange for approval of a permit. In this case, St.
Johns issued the permits sought by Mr. Koontz with
the objected-to exactions imposed in which no real
property was in fact to be dedicated. Instead the
condition of the permit allowed Koontz to either

dedicate land as a conservation area or to mitigate off-
site.

Furthermore, the court pointed to two additional cases
in which the U.S. Supreme Court specifically limited
the scope of Nollan and Dolan to those exactions that
involved the dedication of real property for a public
use. City of Monterev v. Del Monte Dunes at
Monterev, Ltd., 526 U.S. 687 (1999), and Lingle v.
Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 544 U.S. 528 (2005). In Del
Monte Dunes and Lingle, the U.S. Supreme Court
found that the Nolan and Dolan tests apply only when
the government actually issues the permit sought, which
thereby renders the owner’s interest in the real
property subject to the dedication. St. Johns did not
condition approval of the permits on dedicating any
portion of Koontz’s interest in real property to public
use because he had the option of off-site mitigation.
Thus the court found that the Nolan and Dolan
analyses did not apply.

The court explained that even if the Nollan and
Dolan tests applied to non-real property exactions,
Koontz would nonetheless fail in his exactions
challenge for three main reasons: (1) St. Johns did not
in fact issue the permits, (2) Mr. Koontz never
expended any funds towards the performance of off-
site mitigation, and (3) nothing was in fact taken from
Koontz. Citing to Del Monte Dunes, the Florida
Supreme Court agrees that Nollan and Dolan were
not designed to address a landowner’s challenge
“based not on excessive exactions but on a denial of
development.”

Moreover, the court made a policy rationale against
allowing a property owner to file an inverse
condemnation claim on the basis of the exactions
theory, stating that if the owner is authorized to file such
a claim “any time regulatory negotiations are not
successful and a permit is denied,” it will inevitably lead
to two undesirable outcomes, placing Florida land-use
regulation in an “unduly restrictive position.” First, the
regulation of land use would become prohibitively
expensive, with a slippery slope for litigation. Second,
as a result of the first consequence, agencies will deny
permits outright rather than risk costly litigation.
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Conclusion

The Florida Supreme Court determined that the
Nollan and Dolan tests do not apply to conditions not
involving the dedication of land or to conditions
imposed upon the land. Though here a condition
posited by St. Johns was the conversion of significant
portions of property to a deed-restricted conservation
area, it did not rise to a dedication of land. Rather,
according to this court, the condition in combination
with Koontz’s choice to conduct off-site mitigation
placed conditions upon receipt of a permit in which he
had no real property interest and which was not being
put to a public use. Because the permit was never
issued, St. Johns did not thereby render Koontz’s
interest in the real property subject to a dedication.
Furthermore, Koontz bore no expense toward the
performance of any conditions for the permit. Thus, the
court concluded that he had no property interest upon
which to base the Nollan and Dolan tests for
exactions, inverse condemnation, or an unconstitutional
governmental taking of any sort. A slippery slope and
costly litigation further led the court to its unanimous
decision that the Nollan and Dolan tests under these
circumstances would place the state agencies in an
unduly restrictive position.

Veronica Saavedra is a Master of Laws Candidate
at the Lewis & Clark Law School. She may be
reached at ms.veronica.saavedra@gmail.com.
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March 21–23, 2013
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Meeting
Washington, DC

April 18, 2013
ABA Public Land and Resources Law
Symposium
University of Montana Law School
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Las Vegas, NV
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